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Кроссворд по предмету "английскому языку"  на тему "Право"
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По горизонтали
3. A man who is a member of a jury
7. Person who has the legal right to belong to a particular country
9. A written statement of the principles and aims of an organization
14. An idea or explanation of something that is based on a few known facts but that has not yet been proved to be true or correct
17. A necessary or typical part of something
18. The group of people who are responsible for controlling a country or a state
21. The fair treatment of people
22. The system of laws and basic principles that a state, a country or an organization is governed by
24. The best english teacher

По вертикали
1. A person, especially a lawyer, with official authority to be a witness when somebody signs a document and to make this document valid in law
2. A thing or person that is being discussed, described or dealt with
4. A series of things that are done in order to achieve a particular result
5. The company filed
6. An illegal act
8. System of public services and public order protection bodies
10. A person who is trained and qualified to advise people about the law and to represent them in court, and to write legal documents
11. The history, traditions and qualities that a country or society has had for many years and that are considered an important part of its character
12. A person who has psychological qualities that compel to commit a crime
13. An offense (socially dangerous act), the Commission of which entails the application of criminal liability measures to a person
15. The act of protecting somebody/something
16. A decision that is made by a jury in court, stating if somebody is considered guilty of a crime or not
19. A duty to deal with or take care of somebody/something, so that you may be blamed if something goes wrong
20. A public official who charges somebody officially with a crime and prosecutes them in court
22. The scientific study of crime and criminals
23. A thing or things that are owned by somebody

